
wholesale  customized executive cotton chef pants men's striped print chef coats
 

Applications:
 

Product Name customized executive cotton chef coat uniform,China  chef wear
Art No. WH214
Style Uniform/Suit//Workwear/Chef Coat/Chef Uniform
Fabric 100%polyester,100%cotton,TC or custom 
Color White,Black,Color combination etc
Size S,L,XL,XXL,XXXL/Customized
Assories Pockets,Buttons,elastic waist
MOQ 2000pcs/set
OEM/ODM yes
Feature Free size,Plus Size,Breathable,Quick dry,Reinforcement
Application Restaurant&Kitchen&hotel
Brand Name Kinglong

 

Various colorful chef uniform for cookers , it basic fits chef work wear with long



sleeves,polycotton fabric will make you feel relaxed.The chef uniform series have a normal
style collar, double-breasted chef caots ,a left chest pocket and usual long sleeves,and its
pants are also light and breathable .

 

 

 

 

 
About us:
As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more than 11 Years, we mainly
produce and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle East.Two Pattern
Designers over 20 years experience. The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.
 
Specialized in workwear/uniform/men winter jacket/bib pants/coveralls.Eight QC inspector control the
quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred 10-15 years experience
workers,strong accountability mechanisms.

 
 
  
Production Process:
 
Design/Sketch → Pattern Design → Samples Making → Production Pattern → Grading → Marker Making →
Spreading → Cutting → Sorting/Bundling → Sewing/Assembling → Inspection → Pressing/Finishing → Final
Inspection → Packing → Dispatch 
 
 
FAQ
 
1.What's your normal lead time?
In 60days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.

 

2.Can we get your free samples?
Yes,our sample is free,but marked “Freight Collect”.
After the first transaction conclude,we will reduce the freight.
3.How do you control the quality of items?
(1)About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers,
they are skillful at the newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision. 
(3)8 QC inspectors:controling the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way



 
 
 
 

 


